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This article focuses on a multiple source prioritization and validation service. We describe a
modern rule-based, loosely coupled solution. We follow generalization, efficiency and agility
principles in application design. We show benefits and stumbling blocks in micro-service
architectural style and in rule-based solutions, where even the selection task is solved through
selection rules, which encapsulate the calls to Entity Services, allowing access to input-
sources. We allowing the rule-based service efficiency and further local and remote input data
selection scenarios for the validation Statistical Service. In particular, data virtualization
technologies enable architects to use remote sourcing and further increases agility in data
selection issues. Through a wide number of experimental results, we show the necessary level
of attention in process implementation, data architectures and resource usage. Agility and
efficiency emerge as drivers which possibly sustain the Modernization flexibility impetus. In
fact, flexible services may potentially serve multiple scenarios and domains.
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1. Background

Over the last decade, National Statistical Offices (NSOs) have been investing heavily

in new approaches to improve and make more flexible their data supply chains.

Modernization efforts in official statistics require the reuse and sharing of methods,

components, processes and data repositories.

1.1. Sharing and Reuse Needs: The SOA Impetus

There is a growing trend to introduce Service-Oriented Architectures (SOAs) in official

statistics due to their promise of cost efficiency, agility, adaptability and legacy leverage

(O’Brien et al. 2008). SOA is based on sharable independent services, which should be (i)

efficient, thus being without resource waste and possibly usable for small and large data

sets; (ii) agile, thus easily managing constantly evolving scenarios; and (iii) generalized,

thus applicable in cross-cutting domains. It is worth noting that several SOA architectural

styles exist (Quensel-von Kalben 2017a), for example (i) point to point integration;
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(ii) platform integration, based on an Enterprise Service Bus, which interconnects

mutually interacting components through events or messages management; and (iii)

lightweight basic integration, by using autonomous fine-grained micro-services, which are

unaware of their position in the process chain/control flow (Fowler 2014; Namiot and

Sneps-Sneppe 2014). In the literature, there is still a lack of consensus on what micro-

services actually are (Dragoni et al. 2017). A micro-service should maintain focus on

providing a single business capability, moreover each micro-service should be operationally

independent from others. In such architecture, the only form of communication among

services is through their interfaces. Many migration patterns towards a SOA exist in the

literature, as outlined by Razavian and Lago (2015) and Khadka et al. (2012).

As highlighted by Quensel-von Kalben (2017b), Enterprise Architecture is a

fundamental driver in official statistics modernization actions. The Business Architecture

of reference for official statistics is the Generic Statistical Business Process Model

(GSBPM), which identifies business functionalities that need to be supported by IT

systems. The processes and sub-processes of the GSBPM may rely on different

information models (GSBPM v5.0 2017). IT systems, fulfilling the business needs, define

the application architecture, which is recommended to be migrated towards a SOA. When

SOA is used, the Common Statistical Production Architecture (CSPA) should be taken

into account (ESSnet 2015). CSPA states the main design principles to be followed when

assessing the design of the business, information and application architectural layers.

Briefly, CSPA-compliant services rely on the matching of the service functionalities with

one or more GSBPM activities, as well as on non-functional requirements, such as

performance (i.e., resource utilization, time behavior and capacity), scalability, security,

and language. The abstract information model of reference relies on the Generic Statistical

Information Model (GSIM), which could be mapped onto more specialized information

models that are in use in official statistics. When used, GSIM enables harmonization in

service definition and greater decoupling between statistical domain experts and

Information Technology (IT) ones. Before CSPA, Eurostat organized CORE (ESSnet

Core Project 2011), which designed a platform to orchestrate GSBPM-compliant

Statistical Services: it promoted the idea that the data model – that is, the inputs and

outputs of the services – might be described through the GSIM. However, service-sharing

across NSOs is a difficult activity and remains a work in progress, as outlined by

Quensel-von Kalben (2017a).

1.2. Data Virtualization for Avoiding Silos: A Focus on Performance

Dealing with different types of data sources is also a challenging issue in modern IT

systems. Official statistics require many different sources to be integrated in the statistical

process. In particular, integration may involve (i) large and unstructured data collections,

(ii) performing classical relational, and optimized data management, and for official

statistics, either (iii) Resource Description Framework (RDF) data, when standardized and

linked open data are used, or (iv) Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange (SDMX) data.

Data virtualization is a relatively new approach to data selection and integration

(Pullokkaran 2013) that avoids physically moving data into a single integrated

environment and reduces the risk of integration silos (Pullokkaran 2013; Alagiannis
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et al. 2012; Karpathiotakis et al. 2015). Several data virtualization patterns exist: (i) data

may be passed directly to an execution engine for query processing and then discarded; (ii)

data may be cached in memory for subsequent processing and then discarded; or (iii) data

may be temporarily written to disk for prompt subsequent processing and then discarded

(Idreos et al. 2011; Cheng and Rusu 2015). Multi-source data integration and/or data

cleansing and transformation might hence be defined in a logical layer and then applied to

data as they are retrieved from the data sources while generating reports (Pullokkaran

2013; Krawatzeck et al. 2015). Databases may be built by launching queries, instead of

building databases for launching queries (Karpathiotakis et al. 2015). Such techniques are

used nowadays in, for example, the agile Business Intelligence (BI) context (Stodder 2013;

Van Der Lans 2013).

Performance is often evaluated in terms of execution time (Karpathiotakis et al. 2015;

Alagiannis et al. 2012; Tian et al. 2017) and parallelism can be a rewarding technique in

virtual loading (Cheng and Rusu 2015). For an increased performance, service replication

in distributed systems may be tackled (Osrael et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2014; Mohamed

2016; Xie et al. 2017). Server resource consumption has to be considered (Xavier et al.

2013) as well. Conversely, when data locality is ensured, data replication and data

consistency issues have to be taken into account (Montoya et al. 2017), as well as storage

and energy consumption (Milani and Navimipour 2016). The same architectural issues are

common in official statistics, where replicated services versus shared services are

evaluated in the European Statistical System network (ESSnet) context (Gramaglia 2015).

1.3. Prioritization and Validation Tasks: Rule-Based Solution

Hence, modernization impetuses move official statistics towards SOA in order to react

promptly to ever-evolving scenarios and towards heterogeneous data integration to

increase the level of quality in relation to some quality components and, possibly, the

number of statistical outputs. Such impetuses should be taken into account when deciding

IT solutions for a GSBPM activity, and specifically in relation to deterministic

prioritization and validation tasks. In the latter case, besides GSBPM, relevant references

are: (i) Generic Statistical Data Editing Models (GSDEM) (GSDEM 2015), which is a

generic process framework for statistical data editing that focuses on the “Review and

Validate” and “Edit and Impute” GSBPM phases; and (ii) specifically on the methodology

for data validation (Di Zio et al. 2016), defined in the ESSnet context, which focuses on the

“Review and Validate” GSBPM phase. In both cases, rule-based solutions are commonly

used as methods for deterministic multiple source prioritization and validation tasks. In

data validation “the decisional procedure is generally based on rules expressing the

acceptable combinations of values” (Di Zio et al. 2016, 6), and in data editing “edit rules,

score functions, correction rules and error localization rules” may be collected (GSDEM

2015, 15). Briefly, when rules are used, they are isolated from the software code,

independently managed and customized by expert domain users, and may be accessed by

different technological solutions, thus effectively executing the task. The rules are treated

as data and not as parts of a source code of a program, thus enhancing rule re-use, sharing

and increasing agility. Users with different roles may contribute to specific aspects
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(e.g., the robustness of the validation rules in relation to a given task and quality objective,

and also the robustness of the rules evaluation IT process).

1.4. Rule Engine

A rule-based infrastructure relies on a rule-processing engine (referred to as rule engine

below), which is a component that evaluates which statistical unit meets the condition

stated in a rule, and performs the corresponding imputation or correction actions, if any. In

general, business solutions based on rules can be found in the literature in different

contexts. Several examples can be found in the field of artificial intelligence, for the

construction of expert systems (Lavrac 2001), in which expert knowledge in a given

domain is represented with structures of the IF-THEN type (rules), which relate

information or facts to some action. The architecture of an expert system includes a

knowledge base, an inference engine, and a user interface that allows expert reviewers to

interact with the facts and rules and maintain the system. Therefore, an expert system does

not necessarily require the involvement of a database. The literature in this context define

formal frameworks that study rule languages and define rule engines for processing

specific language rules by assessing performance (Liang et al. 2009). Rule engines are also

used in the literature to expand probabilistic knowledge bases (Chen and Wang 2014;

Zhou et al. 2016). Currently, numerous processes of knowledge extraction from

unstructured documents have also been proposed (De Sa et al. 2016), such as those

available on the web, in order to build structured knowledge bases. Rule-based validation

is also supported in the European Statistical System context, in which a formal framework

for rule definition has been realized. An example is the Validation and Transformation

Language (VTL), defined by an innovation project (Schafer 2015), which aims to be

a single reference language for harmonizing the validation approaches among NSOs

(Gramaglia 2015; Di Zio et al. 2016; ESSnet ValiDat Integration 2017). Currently,

feasibility studies are being carried out in the ESSnet context to assess the possibility of

defining converters from VTL to other languages used in national contexts, such as SQL

(ESSnet ValiDat Integration 2017).

1.5. The Modern Solution for Rule-Based Prioritization and Validation Tasks

Current IT practices in deterministic rule-based validation tasks are outlined by

Quensel-von Kalben (2017b). We adopt a SOA approach, by using a lightweight holistic

micro-service (Fowler 2014). It is independently deployable and scalable. User interfaces

allow expert staff to manage the rules and view the reports produced in relation to each

rule-based task. The rule engine, which is the core of the service, is based on

generalization and efficiency principles. It relies on an optimized data schema and on data

parallelism in processing. It has sufficient efficiency to manage ever-evolving scenarios

(i.e., small as well as big ones), and makes rule-based processing competitive with respect

to other technological solutions. Therefore, a question arises whether rule-based tasks may

exhibit the data selection agility property. Efficiency and agility in selection could be

increased when inserting the input data selection logic within rules (i.e., selection rules)

(Karpathiotakis et al. 2016). Therefore, selection rules may encapsulate the input source

calls to services, which expose and allow access to input source data (i.e., referred to as
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Entity Services below) and adapt input data in structures for subsequent processing (i.e.,

the prioritization and validation rules evaluation). Entity Services may expose single as

well as integrated datasets, and local as well as remote data, thus enabling architects to use

data virtualization solutions in the input selection task. Entity Services expose the input

data required by a Statistical Service, as sketched in Figure 1. Following virtualization

principles could further increase agility. Selection rules could also interface with a logical

integration layer or manage several source data clients in a transparent way for local and

remote sourcing. Such rules allow the evaluation between data-replication architectures

versus service-replication ones.

1.6. The Statistical Domain of Reference

The designed service has been used in a widespread manner in the Italian Statistical

Business Registers (SBR) context. Briefly, Business Registers are updated yearly by

integrating administrative and statistical sources, enabling identification of active

statistical units and the estimation of the main structural, economical and identification

variables for each unit using a robust methodology. Register data production may require

the integration of an ever increasing number of evolving administrative sources and

statistical lists, the integration of data from surveys, and integration of data from new

unstructured web scale sources. In this evolving context, many deterministic prioritization

and validation processes are needed, thus increasing quality standards (e.g., accuracy,

comparability, coherence of a statistical output).

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the business and

information models for deterministic integration and validation tasks. In Section 3 we

briefly describe the use cases that concern the statistical user interactions with the IT

system for rule and task report customization. We further describe the use cases for task

processing, which involve the rule-processing engine. Specifically, we highlight the

relevance of efficiency as a driver for providing usability and flexibility, and virtualization

as a driver for increasing agility in input data sourcing. In Section 4, we show the benefits

of an efficient and scalable rule-engine system and how the input data selection logic may

be embedded within rules. We finally assess different technological solutions for remote

sourcing. Conclusions are presented in Section 5.

Data

Data

Entity service
(expose data)

Entity service
(expose data)

Calls

Calls

Calls Selection rules
- prepare input

structures

Prior. &
Validation rules 

Use input
structures 

Statistical service

Fig. 1. Logical SOA architecture with Entity Services and Statistical Services: selection rules adapt input data

for subsequent processing for prioritization and validation purposes.
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2. Rule-Based Validation and Integration: The Business and Information Models

In this section we define the prioritization and validation service. In particular, we describe

its abstract information model and give some hints on rule identification, particularly for

selection purposes.

2.1. The Business and Information Models

Rule-based integration and validation tasks may be performed in several GSBPM phases.

We refer to a generic modern process, as depicted in Figure 2. An IDentifier (ID) may be

matched to any collected unit data in relation to a specific statistical population. By using

the identification attributes, the unit may therefore be involved in the production process

of a specific statistical output, integrating, possibly, multiple sources using common

identifiers and requiring several processing steps. In rule-based integration and validation,

specific-domain experts define the integration and validation rules, the necessary input

variables from single or multiple sources, and the output variables useful for data

validation or correction, which should be transmitted to a statistical output.

The tasks rely on a single base information set or base table, whose structure is depicted

in Figure 3. Specifically, the base table is a statistical data set that is the object of the

statistical process “Data prioritization and validation”. “It is a collection of values.

Conceptual metadata defines the meaning of these data by describing the concepts that

are being measured by these data (concepts and definitions) and their practical

implementation (value domains and data structure)” (GSDEM 2015, 13). Linkage and

integration operations may be required to impute ID keys on source data before starting the

integration and validation task. The base table fields include: (i) the statistical unit ID;

(ii) other relevant secondary IDs, which may relate each unit with others for coupling or

aggregation purposes; (iii) the input variables, which represent relevant unit

characteristics; and (iv) possibly output variables (i.e., outcomes of the integration or
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Fig. 2. Generic statistical process, which refers to GSBPM phases and GSIM terminology.
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validation tasks, particularly in case imputation or editing actions are necessary). Rules are

expressed in terms of the base table fields and any task relies on a single pair , rule set,

base table ., that is, data structures and rules should rely on given metadata and be

standardized. Metadata definition and common rule definition languages sustain sharing

among domain experts. The base table is temporary and related to a specific task. Other

downstream processes may transform the imputed, validated and/or edited values into a

specific statistical output. Three different classes of rules may be specified:

1. Selection rules, which retrieve the necessary input data from sources (which may be

local as well as remote with respect to the server that processes the validation task),

using common ID keys, and define the base table input data for the validation task,

2. Indicator rules, which determine whether a given condition is met for each unit,

3. Imputation rules, which impute a specific value to a given variable under specific

conditions.

Generally, GSDEM edit rules (which describe valid or plausible values for base table

variables or base table combination of variables, and detect values presumed to be in

error). GSDEM score functions evaluate input data values at unit level and GSDEM error

localization rules presumed to be in error without a detectable cause. All these elements

may be expressed through indicator rules. Moreover, GSDEM correction rules amend

errors and may be expressed through imputation rules. Therefore, rules may exhibit

GSDEM review, selection and amendment functions (GSDEM 2015, 8). Moreover, as

outlined in Di Zio et al. (2016, 10), several validation levels may exist that review the

logical and statistical consistency of the data and that involve more and more input

information. Selection rules enable raising the validation level in relation to the business.

Rules are expressed in a declarative way. Indicator and imputation rules rely on SQL

clauses. Selection rules, when remote sourcing is used, may be based on either SQL and

XML. We call them Xrules. The rules, formally specified by the statistical domain experts,

are evaluated (i.e., applied) when sources are available. Each rule is uniquely identified

(i.e., Unique ID, and Process ID in Figure 4), may or may not exhibit a selective condition

Integrated
sources in 
terms of 

UNIQUE ID

ATTRIBUTES (properties) FOR ENTITY
IDENTIFICATION 

ATTRIBUTES (properties) FOR ENTITY
STATISTICAL CHARACTERIZATION 

Unique ID Coupling ID Input variables Output variables

BASE TABLE FOR INTEGRATION AND VALIDATION TASKS

Others

BigData

Admin

Survey

Fig. 3. Generic base table structure.
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of validity in relation to the units within the base table (i.e., condition in Figure 4), may or

may not set a given base table field, whose value may be the result of a specific

combination of the input variables, or the result of aggregation operations computed on

other base table fields (i.e., base table field unit attribute and imputed value in Figure 4).

Xrules may be further based on a triple: (i) the call to a remote Entity Service, whose client

has to be available to the calling server, for retrieving source data; (ii) a selection clause for

taking into account only relevant information in virtually loaded remote data sets; and

(iii) a linking clause for matching virtually loaded units with those within the base table.

The rule-based integration and validation service may correspond to 5.1 (Integrate), 5.3

(Review and validate), 5.4 (Edit and Impute) and 5.5 (Derive new variables and statistical

units) phases of the GSBPM (ESSnet 2015). A few relevant extracts from the GSBPM

documentation (ESSnet 2015, 18) are given to assist the reader as follows:

“The 5.1 subprocess integrates data from one or more sources. The input data can be

from a mixture of external or internal data sources, and a variety of collection modes,

including extracts of administrative data. The result is a harmonized data set. Data

integration typically includes:

1. matching/record linkage routines, with the aim of linking data from different

sources, where those data refer to the same unit,

2. prioritizing, when two or more sources contain data for the same variable (with

potentially different values).”

The integration phases may be performed sequentially. Specifically, we focus on the

deterministic prioritization of data from different sources and on linking operations, which

rely on unique units’ IDs. Probabilistic or more complex record linkage operations are outside

the scope of this document. They have to be performed elsewhere in the process chain.

The abstract information objects required by a generic integration service are shown in

Figure 5. Integration evaluates conflicting source data and sets a single chosen value in

output variables. The task returns the imputed data and a monitoring report.

Unique ID Process ID Imputed
Value/Expression

Selection and
linking strategies Condition Base table field

(unit attribute)

Fig. 4. Generic rule structure.

Input data

Selection
rules

Integration
rules

INTEGRATION

Single table

Single table

Integrated/
Imputed

data

Integration
report 

Fig. 5. Abstract information model of a general integration process.
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Phase 5.3 “Review and Validate” of the GSBPM document (ESSnet 2015, 18) states;

“This subprocess applies to collected micro-data, and looks at each record to try to identify

(and where necessary correct) potential problems, errors and discrepancies such as

outliers, item non-response and miscoding. It can also be referred to as input data

validation. It may be run iteratively, validating data against predefined edit rules, usually

in a set order. It may apply automatic edits, or raise alerts for manual inspection and

correction of the data. Reviewing, validating and editing can apply to unit records both

from surveys and administrative sources, before and after integration. In certain cases,

imputation (phase 5.4) may be used as a form of editing”.

With respect to phase 5.4 “Edit and Impute”, (ESSnet 2015, 19) it states:

“Where data are missing or unreliable, estimates may be imputed, often using a rule-based

approach. Specific steps typically include: (i) the identification of potential errors and

gaps; (ii) the selection of data to include or exclude from imputation routines; (iii)

imputation using one or more predefined methods for example “hot-deck” or “cold-deck”;

(iv) writing the imputed data back to the data set, and flagging them as imputed; and (v) the

production of metadata on the imputation process”;

And finally, phase 5.5, “Derive new variables and units”, (ESSnet 2015, 19) is described

as follows:

“This subprocess derives (values for) variables and statistical units that are not explicitly

provided in the collection, but are needed to deliver the required outputs. It derives new

variables by applying arithmetic formulae to one or more of the variables that are already

present in the dataset. This may need to be iterative, as some derived variables may

themselves be based on other derived variables. It is therefore important to ensure that

variables are derived in the correct order. New statistical units may be derived by

aggregating or splitting data for collection units, or by various other estimation methods.

Examples include deriving households where the collection units are persons, or

enterprises where the collection units are legal units”.

Validation rules encapsulate deterministic conditions and actions, and may be expressed

as algebraic expressions. In Figure 6, we sketch the main information objects that support the

rule-based validation process. Validated data, a validation report, and further automatically

edited data, whenever editing is possible through deterministic rules, are the main outcomes

of the task. When manual editing is necessary, the output reports assist the expert user.

Input data

Selection
rules

Validation
rules

VALIDATION

Single table

Single table

Edited and 
validated

data

Validation
report

Fig. 6. Abstract information model of a general validation process.
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2.2. Hints for Rule Identification

The logical flow of these processes has already been described. All units of the reference

statistical population are imported into a single base table. Selection rules, through

existence operators, enable the user to relate the base table with local or remote sources,

storing temporarily input values to be used for validation and/or transformation tasks.

Expert statisticians express their knowledge in terms of task rules, which are then applied

on the input data. It is out of scope of the present document to show classical prioritization

or validation rules, which evaluate different fields of the base table for detecting wrong or

misleading values: data structures and rules depend on the specific domain and should be

shared, based on metadata and possibly standardized. For details, the reader may refer to

Di Zio et al. (2016) and GSDEM (2015) for an indepth analysis. We remark that, in

practice, a large part of the deterministic rule requirements are satisfied through the use of

logical, existence and inclusion operators. Moreover, the same rules could also be

described in VTL for sharing and documentation purposes.

A sample selection rule is shown in Figure 7a. More complex queries may be required,

for example when aggregation or algebraic functions must be performed on disjoint groups

of units. A sketch of a generic aggregation rule on disjoint groups of units, identified by

a given key, SETID, is shown in Figure 7b. These types of rules may also be used to

redistribute some variables under certain conditions and to compute derived variables, for

proportional inference, source prioritization, and integration and correction purposes, as

explicitly outlined in Subsection 2.1. An example of a distribution rule may be as follows:

a first derived variable sums up other variable values in relation to disjoint groups of the

statistical units.

A second variable computes the number of units actively involved in any group, and

finally a third variable represents the proportional imputation of the summed-up variable,

that is, the proportional distribution of the aggregated variable in equal parts on the units

actively involved in the group.

3. Micro-Service Architecture, Agile Cooperation, Efficiency and Data

Virtualization for Service Reuse and Sharing

In this section, we highlight generalization, service efficiency and agility as application

design principles sustaining flexibility, and hence service reuse and sharing. In particular,

the micro-service architectural pattern, the agile cooperation, and data virtualization

solutions may sustain service agility. An extensive performance assessment may evaluate

service efficiency. The promoted design pattern, which relies on service autonomy in

evolution and deployment and on efficiency in processing, has enabled widespread usage

Sample selection rule (a) Sample aggregation rule (b)

Update BaseTable base
Set field1 = (select genericField from SourceTable source 

where base.ID = source.ID)
Where exists(select 1 from SourceTable source

where base.ID = source.ID)

Update BaseTable base
Set field1 = (select sum(genericField) from BaseTable source 

where base.SETID = source.SETID)
Where exists(select 1 from BaseTable source

where base.SETID = source.SETID)

Fig. 7. (a) Sample selection rule. (b) Sample aggregate rule on disjoint set of rules.
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of the prioritization and validation service in the SBR domain. The highlighted principles

are furthermore CSPA-compliant, and potentially facilitate service-sharing even across

domains and organizations. CSPA principles sustain an inclusive design of components.

Inclusion with respect to various domains, ever-evolving scenarios and input/output

communications. When service flexibility is increased, a service might potentially be used

in a widespread manner.

3.1. Micro-Service Architecture and Agile Cooperation

The implemented service relies on the micro-service architectural pattern: it is a

lightweight basic one and relies on its own web user interfaces, a self-contained schema

and an efficient rule-processing engine. All functionalities and data of a specific business

capability are realized by an independent service, which can be deployed on specific hosts

(Fowler 2014). A natural distribution of the workload sustains system efficiency and

availability. In the case of increasing load, micro-service relocation and/or replication on a

cluster, or in the cloud, may assure scalability. The deterministic integration and validation

tasks have been vertically solved in an autonomous and stateless manner. The service

takes the input data, processes the rules and generates the output reports. When it fails, it

can be restarted without any dependence on previous states. The service is unaware of its

position in the process chain/control flow. The service, which provides holistic system

functionality, is independently deployable both with respect to user interfaces and to

processing components, and may be independently progressed in both cases. In this

section, we specifically describe the interfaces for user interaction (i.e., the use cases that

involve web user interfaces). We describe data management and processing issues (i.e.,

the use cases that involve different actors with regard to the service users and relate

specifically with task execution) in the following sections. Micro-service pattern sustains

short agile software development cycles in a stepwise manner, and by involving users, also

in the functional design phase and in the acceptance testing phases. Such development

pattern could decrease difficulties in service reuse. In particular, through the developed

web application, the domain expert users may manage and customize the task rules, view

the output reports (i.e., the outcomes of the executed tasks), as well as download specific

information sets in relation to the statistical units, whose characteristics met the condition

of a rule during processing, and possibly manage metadata reporting. The user interfaces

rely on a specialized Java application, based on a software architectural pattern similar

to that used in the context of the COmmon Reference Environment (CORE) Project –

Eurostat (Scannapieco et al. 2011). An expert user may insert new rules and modify or

delete existing ones through specific web functionalities. Any rule is equipped with a

customizable text field used for documentation purposes: it might also contain the

equivalent VTL description, thus using a lingua franca to describe it. As already outlined,

rule-based integration and validation provides an effective decoupling between the

domain expert work and the IT work, providing flexibility in rules definition. Web

functionalities for executing and monitoring rule-based processing could further increase

the ability of users to run the service with less reliance on IT experts. A generic output

report shows the number of units that met the rule conditions during rule-processing, and,

if necessary, it may decompose such total number into subsets by classifying the units in
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relation to relevant classes of data (e.g., in SBR validation context, the report may classify

the outcomes in relation to not-active legal units and active legal units in relation to

specific ranges of employees). Different reports, which sub-classify data differently, may

exist for the same homogeneous set of rules. The report may be consulted as well as

downloaded by expert users for further analysis, thus enabling the users to check which

statistical units contributed to the count. Each unit in the downloaded lists may be

equipped with a customizable information set (i.e., other relevant variables at unit level).

Figure 8 shows a typical output report. Each row corresponds to a single rule. The total

rule-validity frequency with respect to the involved statistical units is shown. Furthermore,

such frequency value is decomposed in relation to disjoint classes of units.

3.2. Data Schemas Solutions for Highly-Performant Data Management

A data schema for supporting general rule-based processes has been designed.

Generalization is preserved by parameterizing the concepts of interest, namely (i) the

specific process/task associated with a fixed base table structure and rule set; (ii) the

statistical units typology; (iii) the specific output report; and (iv) the downloadable custom

information set. Generally, integration and validation tasks may involve millions of units,

or more, and may also be based on hundreds of control/processing rules. In this scenario,

each server, which hosts the rule-processing engine, may manage simultaneously

numerous integration and validation tasks. Therefore, a highly-performant data

management, which relies on efficiency principles, should be used. In classical theory,

BI applications need to evaluate the tradeoff between minimization of data duplication and

the increase in data duplication for reducing the cost of expensive integration operations

among separated data structures (Pullokkaran 2013). In rule-based tasks, a question arises

whether a schema, where duplication is carried on, may improve performance in

processing and downloading by allowing each task to rely on a single data structure that

maintains all the necessary information for a single task.

Specifically, the association between a valid rule and a statistical unit, whose

characteristics met the rule condition during processing, may be stored in a separate data

structure (i.e., a join table), as sketched in Figure 9, the same for each task, or in the base

Report Title – ID PROCESS

Id Rule Level_rule Condition_rule Description_rule Subcount_col1 Subcount_col2 …

1 1 Example: 
SQL where
clause

It could be the 
VTL description
of the rule or a
natural language
one

101

…… …… …… …… …… …… …… ……

«Application
Frequency»
Values For 
Each Rule

Downloadable Lists Section – ID PROCESS & ID REPORT

501 203 197

Count_all

Fig. 8. A skeleton sample output report (final check in SBR context): the overall number of units for which the

rule condition triggered is shown. Such value is decomposed in relation to four disjoint classes of the involved

units.
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table itself, which is specific and different for each task. The common join table may soon

accommodate tens of billions of records. It should be organized to provide data proximity:

specifically processing and downloading operations should access only opportunely

partitioned and close data. The improvement in the selection queries time behavior

positively affects overall download performance, and in addition, enhances the user

experience.

3.3. The Parallel Rule-Engine

The designed integration/validation processes are de facto heavily parallelizable: they

work on a specific population of statistical units, retrieve all the needed information and

execute the set of rules of interest in relation to each unit or to disjoint grouped unit sets.

Therefore, data may be divided into many fine grained similar tasks (i.e., which realize the

same operations, i.e., the same rules, on disjoint sets of data) and output reports in relation

to each subset of data may be aggregated into a single final report. Parallelism may refer to

task parallelism as described by Subhlok et al. (1993) and data parallelism, which focuses

on distributing the data across different parallel computing nodes. We explore the latter

technique for developing an efficient rule engine solution. Parallelism is generally used in

clustered systems, where performance preservation is granted by saving server resources

and by giving equal conditions to all tasks in which a job is massively executed in parallel

(Ananthanarayanan 2013; Ananthanarayanan et al. 2013). In order to solve such problems,

RuleDiary

ID_RULE                   NUMBER(10)
ID_PROCESS            NUMBER(2)
ID_RULE_STATE     NUMBER(2)
DATE_STATE           DATE
ID_USER_STATE     VARCHAR2(100)
DESCRIPTION          VARCHAR2(100)           

Rule

ID_RULE                   NUMBER(10)
ID_PROCESS            NUMBER(2)
LEVEL                       NUMBER(4)
CONDITION             VARCHAR2(1000)
FIELD_OUT1            VARCHAR2(30)
VAL_FIELD_OUT1  VARCHAR2(500)           
FIELD_OUT12          VARCHAR2(30)
VAL_FIELD_OUT2  VARCHAR2(500)           
FIELD_OUT13          VARCHAR2(30)
VAL_FIELD_OUT3  VARCHAR2(500)           
FIELD_OUT14          VARCHAR2(30)
VAL_FIELD_OUT4  VARCHAR2(500)           
FIELD_OUT15          VARCHAR2(30)
VAL_FIELD_OUT5  VARCHAR2(500)           

ReportColumns

ID_REPORT              NUMBER(2)
ID_PROCESS            NUMBER(2)
COL_NAME             VARCHAR2(30)
COL_CONDITION   VARCHAR2(1000)           

ReportWebVisibility

ID_PROCESS NUMBER(2)
ID_REPORT NUMBER(2)
ID_BASETABLE NUMBER(2)

ReportDownloadableFields

ID_PROCESS               NUMBER(2)
ID_REPORT                 NUMBER(2)
FIELDOUT_NAME     VARCHAR2(30)
FIELDIN_NAME         VARCHAR2(1000)
FIELDOUT_ORDER   NUMBER(2)

RelBaseTableProcess

ID_BASETABLE       NUMBER(2)
ID_PROCESS             NUMBER(2)

RelAppliedRulesProcess

ID_STATUNIT        NUMBER(10)
ID_TYPEUNIT        VARCHAR2(3)
ID_PROCESS          NUMBER(2)
ID_BASETABLE    NUMBER(2)
ID_RULE                 NUMBER(10)
LEVEL_RULE         NUMBER(4)

BaseTableConf

ID_BASETABLE            NUMBER(2)
NAME_BASETABLE    VARCHAR2(30)
ID_TYPEENT                 VARCHAR2(3)
STATENTID_FIELD      VARCHAR2(30)

BaseTableExample

STATUNITID_FIELD                        NUMBER(10)
CHUNK_ID                                         NUMBER
STAT_ CHARACTERISTICS_IN      SPECIFIC_TYPE
STAT_ CHARACTERISTICS_OUT  SPECIFIC_TYPE

ReportExample

ID_RULE 
LEVEL_RULE
CONDITION_RULE
DESCRIPTION_RULE
COUNT_ALL
SUBCOUNT_COL1

NUMBER(4)
VARCHAR2(1000)
VARCHAR2(100)
NUMBER
NUMBER

…

ReportConf

ID_REPORT        NUMBER(2)
ID_PROCESS      NUMBER(2)
DESCRIPTION    VARCHAR2(50)

Rules management

Report management

Rule-based process execution

Final reduce (aggregation)
step for report production 

NUMBER(10)

Fig. 9. Skeleton ER for the schema with less duplication.
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recent studies propose several techniques to determine the impact of parallelism on the

amount of resources (Delimitrou and Kozyrakis 2014). Platform dependent algorithms for

managing the parallel execution are called cache-aware algorithms (Prokop 1999). They

are particularly relevant in database management server heavy load conditions, when the

benefits of parallelism start to fade. The proposed rule-processing engine solution for

integration and validation tasks in official statistics domains makes use of data parallelism

as follows. Data are divided into consistent subsets (i.e., base table bands or chunks

associated to similar mini (i.e., sub-) tasks); a flow of similar mini tasks is hence provided

to a given number of active server processes. The rule-processing strategy is depicted in

Figure 10. Through such a mechanism, only a subset of the whole set of data is managed

by the database management server in a given time unit and, if the mini tasks are solved in

an efficient manner, the cache stress is constrained.

Specifically, the number of parallel servers and the chunk dimension may be set

optimally, thus saving database management server resource consumption. We will show

system benefits in terms of resource consumption in the following section.

3.4. Selection Logic Embedded in Rules

In this section, we focus on the input data selection sub-task. When designing a service

for solving multiple sources prioritization and validation tasks, an important issue is how

to retrieve input data for performing these tasks. Our Statistical Service may be hosted

in specialized servers, possibly scalable ones. However, input data may be spread in

several intra/inter NSOs remote systems, which could be based on different technologies.

Dedicated integration solutions, which load ad-hoc the necessary inputs in the same

homogeneous enviroment, may bring to data silos and data labyrinth (Van Der Lans 2013).

Moreover, data locality may require the definition of expensive processes (Goede 2011)

and a careful design of data replication-based architectures. As outlined in Section 1, in

order to avoid such silos, the literature proposes data virtualization for ever-changing

integration needs (Krawatzeck et al. 2015). Remote source-independent selection becomes

a key element for ensuring agile data integration. In the European context such solutions
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Fig. 10. Data parallelism strategy.
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have also been increasingly explored for modernizing inter/intra NSO production

(Gramaglia 2015). In these cases, security and confidentiality issues (Yu et al. 2010; Zissis

and Lekkas 2012), in relation to “Not only Auth-entication and Authorization” (NoAuth)

issues, are outside the scope of this document. However, particularly when Entity and

Statistical services are exposed outside a single trusted domain (e.g., in inter-NSOs

scenarios or in case web-linked external resources are used in the data production chain),

they should be taken into account and analysed in-depth. Specifically, we have explored the

usage of the implemented rule engine for the selection issues. Data parallelism may increase

efficiency in selection, thus opening up various data architectures, where data may be stored

locally with respect to the server that hosts the rule engine, as well as remotely. In fact,

remote sourcing may involve multiple servers. A large amount of exchanged data stresses

the multiple servers resources and may be a stumbling block in using such a solution.

Remote sourcing may benefit from a more efficient data exchange. We encapsulate source

data calls within the rules. Each different data source consists of a different remote call. In

such a scenario the server, which hosts the rule-processing engine, must use the data source

callable functions (i.e., clients). The available clients represent our remote integration set,

which may be virtually integrated in a temporary base table. Conversely, selection rules

might interface with a separate single integration layer. Different technologies enable

architects to promote remote sourcing. We consider two different solutions, thus outlining

robust considerations in relation to data virtualization use in the statistical context.

Specifically, distributed connectivity may be provided by using database connectivity

technologies in homogeneous and heterogeneous environments, possibly by relying on

gateway agents and drivers. Otherwise, distributed connectivity may be provided by using

web services, thus providing the highest level of interoperability in heterogeneous

environments. Each different component framework, using wrapping, may be exposed

through web services. In particular, we assess the following technologies: database links in

an Oracle homogeneous environment, and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) web

services, exchanging data using eXtended Markup Language (XML) format, which is a

standard for data and message exchange over the internet.

4. Highly-Performant Data Management, Efficiency in Processing and

Virtualization in Selection Assessment

In this section, we assess the robustness and efficiency of the designed service by tackling

the open issues arising from the previous sections. In particular, our experimental results

show how engineered highly-performant data management together with fine-tuned

parallelism techniques may substantially improve the flexible, inclusive usage and

therefore the level of reuse of a prioritization and validation service. We also compare the

aforementioned input data selection solutions by assessing local data with respect to

remote data access. In the latter case, we assess the usage of database connectivity

technology with respect to web service technology. Data locality is obviously the best

choice in terms of processing times. However, data locality may require static loading

processes. The cost of the data replication architecture should also be taken into account.

Parallelism can mitigate remote-sourcing worse performance; likewise, service replication

architectures, which rely on scalable services, should be assessed.
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4.1. How Relevant is a Performant Data Management for Having Sharable Services?

In this section we evaluate different data schema solutions. We validate the highly-

performant one in relation to the service operations. We show the benefits of data

duplication reduction and of optimized data schemas in task processing. In particular, in

Figure 11 we show the unitary execution times in milliseconds (i.e., the ratio between the

execution time of a process and the number of statistical units involved) of a single rule-

based process by using the less-duplication (i.e., partitioned with less duplication) schema

and the more-duplication one, as outlined in Subsection 3.2, when the number of involved

units increases. The association table between applied rules and statistical units

accommodates the data of a single process. The tested process is an SBR validation

process based on the evaluation of about 400 rules. The results clearly show that the data

schema with less duplication (double dashed line) outperforms the other one (solid line).

Figure 11 also shows that the unitary execution time of a rule-based process remains

almost constant as the number of involved units increases (in normal database load

conditions). The execution times curve is linear in the number of statistical units

(obviously, when the load conditions increase and physical server resources become

scarce, the performance decreases and the curve changes its shape). We measured similar

processing times in relation to the less-duplication schema, even in the case of eight

simultaneous validation processes, operating on different base tables, but on similar data

and rules, and resulting in about 2,000,000,000 records in the common join table. A

highly-performant data management increases the flexibility in service use. In the next

section, we assess a further improvement in performance by enabling the system to use

scalable processing techniques.

4.2. The Parallel Engine

In this section we show the benefits of using parallelism. Opportune settings of parallel

execution parameters may produce efficiency gains in terms of both execution time and
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Fig. 11. Unitary execution times (in ms) (Y-axis) of ten executions (X-axis) of a rule-based process when a data

schema with more duplication (solid line) and a schema with less duplication (double dashed line) are used. On

X-axis the number of involved units increases from about 1,370,000 up to 13,700,000 units (ten executions).
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server resource consumption. We assess typical performance measures of an Oracle

database management server: the task execution time, the consistent gets, the Process

Global memory Area consumption (PGA) and CPU time consumption.

Briefly, consistent gets represent the number of logical read requests to get data from the

memory area shared by all the processes. PGA represents the single process dedicated

memory area size and it is a dynamic, limited part of the overall shared one. In Figures 12

and 13 we show the time behavior (i.e., execution time curve) of a big validation process

(around 13,000,000 statistical units and 400 validation rules) in relation to an increasing

number of simultaneous active server processes when parallelism is used. In Figure 12, the

dashed line shows the execution time of a chunked validation task when a single server is

allocated, divided by the X-axis number of servers. The latter refers to an ideal parallel

process, since it represents the ideal situation when several parallel processes solve the

same task on disjoint subsets of data. The dotted line refers to the actual experienced

execution time of the chunked validation task when allocating from one to five active

parallel servers. The solid line shows the execution time of an equivalent non-parallel

process, which may be computed by multiplying the actual execution time of the parallel

validation task (i.e., the dotted line values) by the number of allocated parallel servers (i.e.,

X-axis numbers). Parallelism is effective in reducing the processing time of the task and

close to the ideal case in relation to the single server time. Furthermore, in Figure 13a we

show the scalability level of the parallel executions and their robustness in relation to

several load scenarios.

In particular, in Figure 13a and 13b Parallel_P1, Parallel_P2, Parallel_P3 represent

three simultaneous “big” parallel similar validation processes, which solve the validation

task in relation to the same input data, units and rules. The word “big” refers to a validation

process with the same set of rules (approximately 400) and related to the same statistical

population, about 13,000,000 statistical units, although working on different base tables

and metadata. Parallel_NoP is a single parallel execution, processed in a separate test

session when two other big, non-parallel similar (as before) validation processes are active
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Fig. 12. Real rule-based process executed in a parallel fashion in relation to an increasing number of active

allocated server processes with respect to an ideal, thus optimal, execution of a rule-based process in parallel

fashion.
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at the same time. NoParallel_launch1, NoParallel_launch2, NoParallel_launch3 are

three simultaneous executions of three big similar validation tasks, when parallelism and

chunking of data are not used. The scalability level substantially decreases when the

numbers of allocated simultaneous servers grows. The execution time gain is therefore

smaller and smaller in relation to an increasing number of active parallel servers. The

minimum number of active servers in relation to a target speedup and to the server

resources preservation is a rewarding processing choice. Each active server process

manages a mini task in a given time unit: the fewer active mini task/processes we allocate,

the lesser resources we simultaneously consume. Moreover, parallel executions

performance does not vary in relation to different load scenarios. The performance of

the parallel processes is quite stable, even when other “big” processes (parallel or non-

parallel) are executed. On the other hand, one of the three simultaneous non-parallel big
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Fig. 13. (a) upper, scalability level and speed up in relation to the active allocated server processes; (b) lower,

several parallel execution of the same (same data, same rules) rule-based process by increasing the number of

allocated parallel servers. The straight lines aim to point the execution times of three contemporary executions of

the same rule-based process, processed in a non-parallel fashion (obviously not varying in relation to the number

of allocated servers).
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processes experienced decrease in performance. In Figure 13b, when just one active server

is allocated for parallel execution, by letting it manage the overall flow of chunked

validation mini-tasks, performance is worse than the single non-parallel execution. The

parallel processing performance is driven by the single unit overhead, introduced by

chunking. Each single chunk of data introduces an overhead in processing due to a not

ideal consumption of resources. Therefore, in Table 1 we show the server resource

consumption in terms of consistent gets, CPU time consumption in centiseconds and PGA

consumption in bytes in relation to a single processing task in case of non-parallel

execution and to a single processing mini task in case parallelism is used.

Specifically, we evaluate performance indices for a selection task (i.e., processing of the

selection rules for retrieving input data for a specific integration and validation task),

which is related to 10,000, 20,000, 30,000, 40,000, 50,000 and 60,000 statistical units, and

which has been processed in a parallel (both four and six contemporary active servers and

mean chunk dimension is about 4,000 units) and non-parallel fashion. In Table 1, the mean

values are obtained by averaging both the non-parallel and the parallel executions. B/A

outlines, in a given time unit, the over-consumption in relation to a specific index of

performance of a mean single/unique non-parallel execution with respect to a mean single

parallel mini task execution. It shows a possible degree of parallelism (i.e., number of

simultaneous active mini tasks) we may choose for consuming in a given time unit less

resources in relation to the single/unique non-parallel execution of the same overall

process. Consistent gets and PGA refer to the server memory cache. PGA seems to be the

more critical parameter. Benefits in time execution might require an over-consumption of

single process server memory. The scalability issue becomes a relevant topic.

In Figure 14, we show the PGA used and consistent gets for one single statistical unit

when processing selection rules in parallel (black line in the figure) and in non-parallel

(grey line in the figure) fashion in relation to an increasing number of involved units, as

before. The overhead of the parallel process in unitary terms determines the performance

decrease between the non-parallel single/unique execution and the chunked parallel

exeuction when only one active server is allocated for managing the overall flow of

chunked mini tasks, as shown in Figure 13b. Therefore, optimization in data schema

design, described in Subsection 3.2, is even more relevant in relation to the unitary over-

consumption of server resources, thus increasing the benefits of data parallelism. The

consistent gets overhead appears linear in the selection dimension, while PGA

Table 1. Local data: mean performance indices in relation to six non-parallel executions of a selection process

on 28 different sources (i.e., the process is composed by 28 different selection rules) and related to an increasing

set of involved statistical units (from 10,000 to 60,000) and in relation to the corresponding parallel executions

(with four and six servers).

LOCAL DATA

Mean single
chunk (A)

Ideal
single chunk

Mean not-parallel
execution (B) B/A

Consistent gets 509058 346726 3120532 6.13
CPU 631 4883 15675 24.84
PGA 2696481 494110 4446995 1.65
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consumption does not seem to exhibit the same trend. Linear trends produce a fixed single

server performance decrease, which guides the performance of the overall parallel

processing, whatever chunk dimension we choice.

4.3. Data Loading for Prioritization and Validation Tasks: Where Can We Place

Input Data?

Nowadays, data-driven architectures have been increasingly imposed to migrate old IT

systems or build new ones in a SOA perspective. We explore the use of the developed

efficient rule engine for input selection purposes by encapsulating within selection rules

the input data calls. In this section, therefore, we assess the data architectures presented in

Subsection 3.4. Specifically, we compare local data (with respect to the server that hosts

the rule-processing engine component) and remote data sourcing in terms of selection time

and server resource consumption by using the same performance measures presented in

the previous section. In the case of remote sourcing, we focus on a distributed database
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scenario, by comparing database connectivity technology for exchanging data (i.e.,

referred to as JDBC/SQL below), and a web-serviced data scenario (i.e., referred to as

SOAP/XML below), by using web services for exchanging data in XML format. The latter

solution enables architects to use interoperable Entity Services for sourcing any Statistical

Services. In Figure 15, we compare selection times in six different scenarios and in

relation to an increasing number of statistical units. On the X-axis we have different sets of

involved units from 10,000 up to 60,000. In Figure 15, the dblink curve refers to a non-

parallel execution of a selection task, which is composed of 28 selection rules, when a

JDBC/SQL selection is adopted. The dblink p4 one refers to the execution of the selection

process in a parallel fashion, by using four active simultaneous process servers, when

database connectivity technology is used.

The dblink p6 curve refers to a processing scenario with six simultaneous active servers.

The curve labelled with xml represents the non-parallel processing of the same selection

tasks when data are exchanged through XML. The xml p4 curve refers to the parallel

processing of the selection tasks with four active servers and finally the xml p6 curve refers

to the parallel processing of the selection tasks with six active simultaneous servers. The

curve that is labelled with local refers to the same tasks as before when source data are

stored locally with respect to the server hosting the rule-processing engine and parallelism

and data chunking are not used. Local data obviously exhibits the best performance, but

the static loading issue remains. XML data exchange time is affected by the XML

serialization and deserialization processes and by the selection of virtually loaded data,

before importing them into the base table. Therefore, it exhibits the worst performance in

relation to the rule-based selection tasks, although parallel execution may partially

mitigate the performance decrease. The knowledge of the above curve may help architects

to choose the most suitable selection scenario, possibly adopting the most interoperable

data exchange both in intra-NSO and in inter-NSOs context, when the overhead is

acceptable or may be suitably managed. We assess server resources consumption in
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Table 2. Specifically, CPU time, PGA consumption and shared cache accesses (i.e.,

consistent gets) are presented.

The benefits of XML data exchanges are counterbalanced by higher resource

consumption in terms of cache stress and CPU time. The SOAP/XML overhead in

resource consumption is always greater than the JDBC/SQL one. Agile database

deployment and service scalability, which is further recommended in a micro-service

architecture, might surely be relevant drivers for enabling architects to choose data

virtualization solutions based on XML data exchange. Entity Services and Statistical

Services should be easily scalable. Container-based architectures (Xavier et al. 2013),

which moreover ensure the technology neutrality property in service development,

seem promising in providing agility in database deployment. They sustain scalable

service architectures and should be explored, thus supporting a future-proof manner

Statistical Service sharing. When remote sourcing is used, the overhead in resource

consumption, for example, in terms of memory, is higher than when data locality is

granted. However, in SOAP/XML scenario the degree of parallelism we may set,

consuming less resources with respect to the corresponding execution when data

parallelism and data chunking are not used, is higher than in JDBC/SQL one.

Specifically, due to data parallelism, the speed-up gain may be substantial in the case of

XML data exchange, as Figure 15 shows, thus enabling architects to choose such

selection scenario in a managed way. Data virtualization benefits may be achieved

when a performant data exchange is ensured. Data parallelism and selection rules

sustain selection performance. Scalable service architectures may manage any over-

consumption of involved servers resources.

Table 2. Mean performance index values with regard to the parallel and non-parallel executions, whose

processing times have been shown in Figure 14.

JDBC/SQL DATA

Mean single chunk (A) Mean not-parallel execution (B) B/A

Consistent gets 510323 287752 0.56
CPU 2920 46259 15.84
PGA 2961426 5222504 1.76

SOAP/XML DATA

Mean single chunk (A) Mean not-parallel execution (B) B/A

Consistent gets 904636 5158917 5.70
CPU 24067 699154 20.52
PGA 18359343 27679507 1.51

OVERHEAD RESOURCES BETWEEN SOAP/XML AND JDBC/SQL %

Mean single chunk (A) Mean not-parallel execution (B)

Consistent gets 43 94 -
CPU 91 93 -
PGA 83 81 -
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5. Conclusions and Future Work

5.1. Summary of the Proposed Solution

In this article we describe a multiple source rule-based prioritization and validation

service, successfully developed in the Italian SBR context. Rule-based solutions provide

decoupling between the domain experts and the IT experts, sustain agile rules evolution

and simplify sharing. We assess a micro-service solution, which may be easily inserted

into a production chain and is an affordable migration path towards a SOA. It also

facilitates the agile cooperation between domain expert users and IT ones. We specifically

promote optimized data management and efficient data processing, using data parallelism

techniques, in deterministic rule-based tasks. We further assess selection rules, which

encapsulate the input-source calls to Entity Services. The latter might expose single as

well as integrated datasets, local as well as remote data, thus enabling architects to use data

virtualization solutions in the input selection task. Data locality obviously shows best

performance, although the static data loading problem remains, and data replication

architectures and consistency issues should be carefully taken into account. Remote

sourcing, when needed, requires attention in physical server dimensioning and scalability

issues.

5.2. Highlighted Key Principles

Modernization impetuses move official statistics towards reuse and sharing of methods

and components. Specifically, it moves official statistics towards SOA, in order to react

promptly to ever-evolving scenarios and towards heterogeneous data integration, in order

to increase the level of quality in relation to some quality components and, possibly, the

number of the statistical outputs. Such impetuses should be taken into account when

deciding IT solutions for a GSBPM activity. We aim to promote an inclusive application

design pattern which enables reuse and sharing in a modern way. Specifically, we promote

the following, CSPA compliant, principles. The “single capability principle”, which is a

functional foundation of micro-service architecture, ensures the minimization of costs for

new or changed requirements. The “technological neutrality principle”, which does not

impose a specific development, integration or deployment platform. The micro-service

architecture does not rely on a given technological platform, but rather on stateless,

autonomous and self-contained data schema, web-user interfaces, and processing

components, which may be independently deployed. We further highlight the importance

of non-functional requirements. In particular, performance assessment and efficiency

evaluation are relevant drivers for an inclusive reuse of the service. Data virtualization is

another relevant driver which increases agility. It enables a SOA where Statistical Services

may call remote Entity Services to consume input, eventually integrated, data.

5.3. Future Work

Care should be taken in implementing the micro-service architectural pattern: it introduces

some extra administrative overhead, in particular for deployment, administration,

monitoring and security. When data virtualization is used in a single trusted domain,
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Auth-entication and Auth-orization (Auth) policies and techniques are well defined and

easily taken into account in service usage. However, when interfacing various inter-

organization domains, federated Auth policies should be engineered and NoAuth issues,

such as the confidentiality one, should be taken into account as strict nonfunctional

requirements which simplify service sharing. Security issues could be stumbling blocks in

sharing. Even technological issues may represent a stumbling block in service sharing. We

promote technological neutrality in development. Containerization packages single

services and complex applications in autonomous containers, which exhibit great isolation

capabilities and are portable across different technological environments. While imposing

the platform-as-a-service paradigm, nowadays it seems to preserve the tech neutrality

property and to sustain a stepwise migration pattern towards a Statistical SOA. Future

work should therefore explore the latter solution due to its promise of simplifying platform

configuration, and offering lightweight runtimes, which sustain orchestration, scheduling,

scalability and security issues at container level. Likewise, work which further promotes

system efficiency could, as proven, have further positive impacts in relation to service

reuse and sharing, and further work on data virtualization, by assessing selection rules

which interface with a single integration layer, which manages different data sources, may

increase the service agility (Karpathiotakis et al. 2015).

Briefly, from the experience in SBR domain, we may highlight that agility and efficiency

grant service reuse and sharing in relation to multiple source prioritization and validation

tasks. A systematic performance assessment in relation to resource utilization, time behavior

and capacity may evaluate efficiency in processing and communication; while rule-based

solutions, micro-service patterns, data virtualization and cooperation in development may

provide service agility. Future exploration of container-based architectures seems promising

in granting other non-functional requirements, such as scalability, security, maintainability

and service portability in a technological neutral perspective.
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